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Int:rsect 2018

INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Many teams struggle to make the right decisions, aligned to executive strategy, because they 
operate in silos.

So how do risk and security professionals identify and address the highest priority threats? The 
reality is, without a holistic view of the organization… you can’t.

As an Int:rsect attendee, you’ll join a community of cross-departmental stakeholders—including 
Corporate Security, Information Security, Risk Management, Internal Audit and Compliance 
practitioners—to discuss the importance of an integrated approach to managing risks. You’ll 
leave equipped with the vision and tools required to improve decision making and performance 
through an integrated view.
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Agenda

S U N DAY  |  M AY  2 0   

 Arrival
 6:30 pm Welcome Reception (USS Midway)

M O N DAY  |  M AY  21
 
 8:00 am Breakfast
 9:00 am CEO Address with Will Anderson
 10:00 am Break

 
10:15 am  Perspective Analysis Expert - Creating Queries 

 Lessons Learned in the Aftermath of Hurricanes Harvey & Irma 

 The Journey to Integrated Risk Management: Lessons from the Field

 Modelling Your Processes in Core

 Keeping Your Data Clean

 Integrated Risk Management 101

 11:00 am Break

 
11:15 am Perspective Analysis Expert - Advanced Charts  
 
 Session TBD 
 
 Customer Advisory Board: How Would You Run Resolver?
 
 Planning a Move from GRC Cloud to Core  
 
	 Bring	Better	Data	to	the	Office	Opinion	Party 

 Risk Bowtie Workshop: How to Make Better Decisions 
 

 12:00 pm Lunch
 

Earn educational credits for CPE, 
CPP, ISP, PSP and PCI designations! 

CPE
CREDITS

CPP
CREDITS

ISP
CREDITS

PSP
CREDITS

PCI
CREDITS
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1:00 pm Session TBD

 2:00 pm Break

 
2:15 pm Perspective Dispatch - User Basics 
  
 Cerner Case Study: Achieving Business Resilience in Healthcare 

 Emerging Practices in Regulatory Compliance Management for FIs
 
 What’s New in Compliance? 

 Session TBD

 Implementing ESRM

  3:00 pm Break

 
3:15 pm Perspective Dispatch - Administration  
 
 How to Use Storytelling to Communicate with Executives
   
	 Addressing	the	Expanding	Challenges	of	Today’s	Compliance	Officer

 What’s New in Incident?

 Risk Intelligence: Threats are the New Risk

 Information Security Best Practices: Keeping Your Company’s Data Safe
  

T U E S DAY  |  M AY  2 2
 
 8:00 am Breakfast
 9:00 am Welcome – Day 2

9:15 am Perspective Administration - Roles & Users

 Global AlertLink Product Training: What’s New?

 Enterprise Risk Management: A Journey or a Brisk Walk? 

 What’s New in Risk? 

 How to Identify a Bomb Threat 

 Leveraging Change Management to Find Success in Your IRM Program 

 10:00 am Break
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10:15 am  Perspective Administration - Setup 

 Global AlertLink Product Training: How to Use the New Relationship Forms  
 Modeller

 Data-Driven Risk Assessment 

 Session TBD 

 Building Resiliency with Integrated Risk Management, Business Continuity,  
 Disaster Recovery, and Corporate Security 

 Customer Spotlight: HCL America Inc. 

  11:00 am Break

 
11:15 am Perspective Reporting - Basics 

 Core Training 

 Is it Time to Change Your SOX? 

 Introducing RiskVision: An integrated platform for Information Security

 The Watchdog Podcast: LIVE

 12:00 pm Lunch

1:00 pm Session TBD

 2:00 pm Break

 
2:15 pm	 Perspective	Workflow	-	Basics

 Core Training 

 Risk Bowtie Workshop: How to Make Better Decisions

 How Resolver Uses Resolver 

 Session TBD

 Sponsor Presentation

3:00 pm Break

 
3:15 pm Evaluating Your Perspective System

 RiskVision Training

 Implementing ESRM

 Planning the Move from Perspective to Core

 Lessons Learned in the Aftermath of Hurricanes Harvey & Irma

 Creating an Enterprise-Wide Workplace Violence Threat Assessment Team
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4:15 pm  Free Time

 6:30 pm  Int:rsect Gala 

W E D N E S DAY  |  M AY  2 3
 
 8:00 am Breakfast

9:15 am	 Perspective	Workflow	-	Basics

 Session TBD 

 Introducting Global AlertLink: An Integrated Platform for Business Continuity,  
 Disaster Recovery and Emergency Management 

 Customer Spotlight: adidas Group

 How Am I Doing? Benchmarking Your Compliance Program   

 10:00 am  Break

 
10:15 am Perspective Analysis Expert - Creating Queries

 Effectively Reporting to the Board on Risk Management 

 Terrorism in Corporate Security 

 Sponsor Presentation

 Taking a Data-Driven Approach to Business Continuity   

 11:00 am  Break 
 11:15 am  Resolver’s Product Roadmap 
 12:00 pm  CEO Closing Remarks with Will Anderson
 1:00 pm  Conference Wrap
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Steve DiRito
Sr. Manager Enterprise Security 
Programs,  
Discover Financial Services

Tim McCreight
ASIS Board of Directors

Sarah Gordon
Managing Director,  
Satarla

Dr. Stephen White, PhD
President,  
Work Trauma Services

Sam Varghese
Business Continuity Manager, 
Cerner

Tom Hale
Head of Corporate 
Investigations,  
Intuit

Dr. J Reid Meloy, PhD
Forensic Psychologist,  
Clinical Professor of 
Psychiatry, University of 
California, San Diego

John Jason
President, 
Canadian Compliance Group

Featured Presenters 
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Session Descriptions

M O N DAY  |  M AY  21 ,  2 01 8
Perspective Analysis Expert - Creating Queries
10:15am - 11:00am, May 21
Trainer TBD
Analysis Expert is a powerful querying tool that allows users to search virtually any field 
from their Perspective system. In this session, we’ll address how to create a query with 
Analysis Expert.

Lessons Learned in the Aftermath of Hurricanes Harvey & Irma
10:15am - 11:00am, May 21
Kevin Hall, General Manager, Business Resilience Division, Resolver
Hurricane season showed its might in late August and September of last year, and 
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, Maria, and Nate were some of the strongest storms in recent 
history. This session will share the lessons learned from 2017’s hurricane season and 
examine how corporations successfully (and not so successfully) prepared for the storms. 
We’ll profile some publicly praised companies and share real-world examples of what to do, 
and what not to do, in the aftermath of a natural disaster. 

The Journey to Integrated Risk Management: Lessons from the Field 
10:15am - 11:00am, May 21
Panelists TBD 
This panel, comprised of multi-national companies and the Big 4 advisory firms that 
accompanied them on the journey, will share their stories, practical insights, and 
recommendations for gaining value and reducing cost by adopting a more integrated and 
aligned approach to managing, monitoring, and reporting risks across the organization.

CPE
CREDITS

CPP
CREDITS

ISP
CREDITS

PSP
CREDITS

PCI
CREDITS
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Modelling Your Processes in Core
10:15am - 11:00am, May 21
Ryan Thiessen, Product Director - Corporate Security, Resolver & Tim Chisholm, Product 
Designer, Resolver
How can Resolver work for you? In a hands-on workshop format, we’ll take a look at some 
internal processes of the participants in the room, how to intelligently map them to look 
for greater efficiency, and then how to integrate those processes right into Resolver Core. 
You’ll be led through how to use design thinking to improve your department’s work, and 
how Resolver can adapt to meet even the most esoteric workflows.

Keeping Your Data Clean
10:15am - 11:00am, May 21
Steve DiRito, Sr. Manager Enterprise Security Programs, Discover Financial Services
Data integrity is integral to both effective incident management and to a successful 
integrated risk management process. As the former Unit Chief of the Counterterrorism 
Division at the FBI, Steve was responsible for managing the FBI’s Terrorist Watchlist and 
led several internal audits to ultimately update and improve the accuracy of the database. 
In this session, he’ll share how he’s leveraged his experience at the FBI to improve data 
integrity in his role at Discover Financial Services.

Integrated Risk Management 101
10:15am - 11:00am, May 21
Speakers TBD
Are you new to the concept of integrated risk management? Are you curious to know how 
this shift applies to security and risk teams? Do you think the word ‘risk’ doesn’t relate 
to you because it isn’t included in your job title? Join us for this introductory session to 
address all of your basic questions about integrated risk management and why you should 
get started on implementing it within your team and across your organization. Whether 
you’re a security practitioner or a risk practitioner, you’ll find value in learning a little more 
about how an integrated approach will make your team more efficient and effective, while 
keeping you ahead of the curve.

Perspective Analysis Expert - Advanced Charts
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 21
Trainer TBD
Analysis Expert is a powerful querying tool that allows users to search virtually any field 
from their Perspective system. In this session, we’ll address how to create advanced 
charts with Analysis Expert.
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Session TBD
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 21
Speaker TBD
Description TBD

Customer Advisory Board: How Would You Run Resolver?
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 21 
James Patterson, COO, Resolver
If you were put in charge of running Resolver, what would you change? In this session, we’ll 
let Resolver’s customers act as our advisory board and provide us with their feedback and 
strategic recommendations. Should we build out new products? Should we develop existing 
products in certain areas? Should we put more focus on customer service? Should we do 
more training and education? You decide!

Planning a Move from GRC Cloud to Core
11:15am – 12:00pm, May 21
Speaker TBD
In this session, we’ll present a comparison of GRC Cloud and Core at a platform level to help 
administrators understand the similarities and differences and begin to think about what 
their configurations would look like in Core.

Bring	Better	Data	to	the	Office	Opinion	Party
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 21
Jeff Sieben, Product Manager, Resolver
Know the best place to spend your department’s next $2,000, $50,000, or $100,000, and 
back it up with more than incident data. Many security professionals are overwhelmed with 
the amount of data they deal with, and adding more data seems daunting. This session will 
explore how to measure and safeguard investment by showing pre/post risk mitigation, 
and back it up with better data. Whether you’re a young professional or seasoned security 
professionals, we’ll explore practical ways to get in the ESRM game. 
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Risk Bowtie Workshop: How to Make Better Decisions
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 21
Sarah Gordon, Managing Director, Satarla
As a security or risk management professional, you face tough decisions every day that can 
have a significant impact on your organization. In this interactive workshop, you’ll learn how 
to build and use a simple risk bowtie to help you make better decisions around risk controls 
and priorities. 

Session TBD
1:00pm - 2:00pm, May 21
Speaker TBD
Description TBD

Perspective Dispatch - User Basics
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 21
Trainer TBD
The Perspective Dispatch application allows your command and operation centers to 
monitor and react to all events affecting your organization on a daily basis. In this session, 
Dispatch users will be introduced to the application and taught how to use the tool to 
increase productivity and efficiency in their daily dispatching duties.

Cerner Case Study: Achieving Business Resilience in Healthcare
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 21
Sam Varghese, Business Continuity Manager, Cerner
Cerner is the leading U.S. supplier of IT solutions for the healthcare industry. With so many 
physicians and patients relying on Cerner products everyday, the company simply can’t 
afford disruptions – patient lives depend on it. In this session, Cerner’s Business Continuity 
Manager, Sam Varghese, will share an inside glimpse at how this leading organization uses 
Resolver’s Business Continuity, Disaster Recovery and Emergency Notifications platform to 
remain resilient in the midst of disaster.
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Emerging Practices in Regulatory Compliance Management for FIs 
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 21 
John Jason, President, Canadian Compliance Group
This highly-interactive session is for anyone challenged with supporting Regulatory 
Compliance within Financial Services. We’ll explore and share strategies for addressing 
a complex and fluid regulatory environment, balancing the needs and capacities of the 
organization with expectations of the regulator(s).

What’s New in Compliance?
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 21 
Amanda Cohen, Product Manager, Resolver
The velocity and volume of regulatory changes suggests that the environment is 
continuously becoming more complex. As new laws are enacted, organizations must adapt 
the way they conduct business. In this session, attendees will learn how a software tool can 
help reduce compliance exposure by assessing ethical and legal risks, identifying process 
gaps, and reporting critical compliance developments to executives and the board.

Session TBD
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 21
Speaker TBD
Description TBD

Implementing ESRM
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 21
Tim McCreight, ASIS Board of Directors
Tim was one of our most engaging speakers at last year’s Int:rsect and is back again by 
popular demand to talk enterprise security risk management (ESRM). He’ll share his 30+ 
years of experience across the physical and information security industries, culminating his 
specialization in ESRM. 

CPE
CREDITS

CPP
CREDITS

ISP
CREDITS

PSP
CREDITS

PCI
CREDITS
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Perspective Dispatch - Administration
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 21
Trainer TBD
The Perspective Dispatch application allows your command and operation centers to 
monitor and react to all events affecting your organization on a daily basis. In this session, 
Dispatch administrators will be introduced to the setup and ongoing administration of the 
application so they are able to use the tool to the best of their abilities.

How to Use Storytelling to Communicate With Executives
3:15pn - 4:00pm, May 21
Tim Chisholm, Product Designer, Resolver
Emotion plays a significant role in decision making, far more so than graphs and charts. 
Want to influence the decision making at your company? Set aside your BI tools and start 
crafting a good story. Storytelling is the secret weapon of every great influencer, and 
we have thousands of years of history to back that up. So whether you are presenting a 
quarterly report to the C-suite or trying to get buy-in for a new initiative from your boss, this 
session will teach you how to make your case using the basic tenets of effective storytelling.

Addressing	the	Expanding	Challenges	of	Today’s	Compliance	Officer
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 21 
Speakers TBD
Today’s corporate compliance functions are challenged with addressing an ever-changing, 
complex and disparate array of regulatory drivers. Our speakers will share their experiences 
and suggestions for developing and applying a consistent, risk-based approach to distilling, 
aligning and prioritizing focus on the key regulations impacting their organizations.

What’s New in Incident? 
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 21
Jamie Burr, Product Manager, Resolver
Interested in seeing how Resolver is tackling the future of Incident Management? What 
about implementing something today? Come by and get a first look at the relaunch of 
Incident Management on Core. We’ll show you how we have taken the best of Perspective 
to a whole new (and often simpler) level. And we’re not stopping there — we’ll review 
incident/investigation functionality and demonstrate how it all ties together with risks that 
impact the security of your organization.

CPE
CREDITS

CPP
CREDITS

ISP
CREDITS

PSP
CREDITS

PCI
CREDITS
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Risk Intelligence: Threats Are the New Risk
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 21
Jeff Sieben, Product Manager, Resolver
Do you know the criticality of the assets within your organization? If your answer is ‘no’, 
don’t worry – chances are, your cyber teams don’t either. Security is badly in need of holistic 
security leadership. Most security practitioners don’t know that information security risk is 
processed the same way that physical security risk is processed. By increasing your overall 
risk awareness, you can take a leadership stance in security within your organization.

Information Security Best Practices: Keeping Your Company’s Data Safe
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 21
James Patterson, COO, Resolver
As a cloud-first software vendor, you trust us to manage your critical data. Protecting it is 
job zero. How do we do it? Attend this session to learn the details of Resolver’s Information 
Security Program and learn some practices you can apply to your organization.

T U E S DAY  |  M AY  2 2 ,  2 01 8
Perspective Administration — Roles & Users
9:15am - 10:00am, May 22
Trainer TBD
Users with administration access can assist in a variety of tasks from the initial set-up and 
configuration of Perspective, to its ongoing maintenance and the creation of roles and users 
within the system. In this session, we’ll explore roles and users, including how to create and 
edit them.

Global AlertLink Product Training – What’s New?
9:15am - 10:00am, May 22
Trainer TBD
Since the acquisition of Global AlertLink in 2017, there have been some new changes to the 
platform, including a slick new user interface. This session will be an overview of the new 
features, including the designer feature, changes to the emergency notification functionality, 
and relationship modeller.
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Enterprise Risk Management: A Journey or a Brisk Walk?
9:15am - 10:00am, May 22 
Panelists TBD
Investors, board members, stock exchanges and other key stakeholders continue to promote 
an enterprise-wide approach to risk management. In support, COSO and ISO have recently 
updated their frameworks to help guide the effort. The question is – what’s the best path 
toward leveraging that interest and focus upon driving valuable and sustainable impacts 
that the whole organization can get behind? Fortunately, those that have succeeded (while 
stumbling along the way) will candidly share their experiences in this engaging panel 
discussion.

What’s New in Risk?
9:15am - 10:00am, May 22 
Jamie Gahunia, Product Manager, Resolver
As you know, mitigating risk is a crucial part of maintaining your organization’s health. But 
what’s your next step in ensuring the risks you’ve identified are actually being managed? 
In this session, we’ll cover the following aspects of an integrated approach to Risk 
Assessments and Risk Management: delegate responsive action and track action plan 
progress with automated reminders, easy re-assessment with or without a group workshop, 
trending, and alerts and analytics over time through web-based dashboards.

How to Identify a Bomb Threat
9:15am - 10:00am, May 22
Steve DiRito, Sr. Manager Enterprise Security Programs, Discover Financial Services
With over 5 years of experience as the Chief of the FBI’s National Explosives Task Force, 
Steve is an expert in explosives and explosive threats. In this session, he’ll share some of 
the knowledge he gained during his time on the task force, including how to quickly gather 
information on a potential threat, assess the threat level, and disseminate the necessary 
threat details.

CPE
CREDITS

CPP
CREDITS

ISP
CREDITS

PSP
CREDITS

PCI
CREDITS
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Leveraging Change Management to Find Success in Your IRM Program
9:15am - 10:00am, May 22
Amanda Ono, VP of People & Culture, Resolver
Making the decision to implement a change across your organization and actually seeing 
that change take effect are two separate challenges, with the latter often being much harder 
to achieve. This is where change management comes into play. Change management 
is a proven success strategy for disseminating the changes you want made within and 
throughout your organization - so everyone is ‘bought-in’. As an expert in organizational 
leadership, culture, and coaching Amanda will walk you through how you can leverage 
change management and change leadership to ensure your integrated risk management 
process is adopted across your organization.

Perspective Administration - Setup
10:15am - 11:00am, May 22
Trainer TBD
Users with administration access can assist in a variety of tasks from the initial setup and 
configuration of Perspective, to its ongoing maintenance and the creation of roles and users 
within the system. In this session, we’ll explore setup, including making form label changes, 
adding and editing values in the lookups, and modifying system privileges. 

Global AlertLink Product Training - How to Use the New Relationship 
Forms Modeller
10:15am - 11:00am, May 22
Trainer TBD
Understanding dependencies and relationships within your organization is critical. How 
does a process depend on an application? How does an application depend on a set 
of servers? How do business processes depend on each other? In this session, we will 
showcase the new relationship forms modeller in the Global AlertLink platform, which 
enables you to collect specific data about dependencies and build more effective response 
plans and procedures.

Data-Driven Risk Assessment
10:15am - 11:00am, May 22
Joe Crampton, VP of Product, Resolver
In this session, Resolver’s VP of Product will contrast traditional risk assessment with some 
emerging techniques that use Internal and market risk event (incident) data to drive a more 
accurate risk model.
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Session TBD
10:15am - 11:00am, May 22
Speaker TBD
Description TBD

Building Resiliency with Integrated Risk Management, Business Continuity, 
Disaster Recovery and Corporate Security 
10:15am - 11:00am, May 22
Kevin Hall, General Manager, Business Resilience Division, Resolver
How does risk, business continuity, disaster recovery, emergency planning and corporate 
security all align to create a truly resilient organization? When disaster strikes, how should 
all these functions come together to minimize the impact of the disruption? In this session, 
we will share strategies and tips to break down the silos between these critically important 
teams and discuss how you can achieve a fully integrated approach to business resilience.

Customer Spotlight: HCL America Inc.
10:15am - 11:00am, May 22
HCL America Inc.
Session TBD

Perspective Reporting - Basics 
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 22
Trainer TBD
Reporting can be one of the more challenging topics of Perspective and can take on three 
different forms: pre-built reports, custom reports, and Analysis Expert. We’ll briefly discuss 
the benefits of using each of these reporting tools, and give you some tips on how to use 
them in the most effective manner. 

Core Training – Topic TBD 
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 22
Trainer TBD
Description TBD
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Is it Time to Change Your SOX?
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 22
Speakers TBD
Soon to celebrate its 16th year, the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act has become part of the fabric 
of internal controls over financial reporting across the globe. But, like all teenagers, there are 
still some key steps toward achieving adulthood. Our panel of seasoned SOX practitioners 
will share their experiences and advice for helping even the most mature programs gain 
efficiency while enhancing confidence in control.

Introducing RiskVision: An Integrated Platform for Information Security
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 22
Steve Finegan, Product Manager, Resolver
In 2017, Resolver acquired RiskVision - a recognized leader in integrated risk management 
software for security operations. In this session, we will walk you through how to prioritize 
efforts around risk mitigation and response to cyber threats. You’ll also learn where we’re 
heading on the product roadmap and how it will drive your IT efficiency even further 
and make it easier to share real-time information with your C-Suite, board, and other 
stakeholders. 

The Watchdog Podcast: LIVE
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 22
Tim Chisholm, Product Designer, Resolver & Special Guests
Join us as we record an episode of our bi-weekly podcast, “The Watchdog”, live in San 
Diego! This session will provide an in-depth discussion surrounding a recent news item and 
how it relates to integrated risk management.

Choose Your Own Adventure: Integrated Security & Risk Management
1:00pm – 2:00pm, May 22
Speakers TBD
As organizations shift towards an integrated approach to risk and incident management, 
leaders want to guide their teams in the right direction with confidence; this can be 
a challenge when you’re breaking new ground. Benchmarking is a great way to gain 
insight into what leading performers and competitors are doing, and see how your 
organization stacks up. Join us for an interactive session where you, the audience, will vote 
on the benchmark results and topics that are important to you, guiding the path of the 
presentation; choose your own adventure!

CPE
CREDITS

CPP
CREDITS

ISP
CREDITS

PSP
CREDITS

PCI
CREDITS
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Perspective	Workflow	-	Basics
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 22
Trainer TBD
In this training session, attendees will learn how to customize Perspective workflow and get 
some tips and tricks on how to maximize their use of workflow. This includes: branding and 
customizing emails, monitoring email inboxes with automated actions to create activities, 
and automating record expiry dates. 

Core Training – Topic TBD 
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 22
Trainer TBD
Description TBD

Risk Bowtie Workshop: How to Make Better Decisions
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 22
Sarah Gordon, Managing Director, Satarla
As a security or risk management professional, you face tough decisions every day that can 
have a significant impact on your organization. In this interactive workshop, you’ll learn how 
to build and use a simple risk bowtie to help you make better decisions around risk controls 
and priorities. 

How Resolver Uses Resolver
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 22
James Patterson, COO, Resolver
It should come as no surprise that we practice what we preach! In this session, learn how 
Resolver uses Core to support its internal risk and information security practices like SOC 2 
compliance and vendor risk management. Walk away with best practices on how to protect 
what matters in your own organization.

Session TBD
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 22
Speaker TBD

Description TBD
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Sponsor Presentation
2:15pm - 3:00pm, May 22
Speaker TBD

Description TBD

Evaluating Your Perspective System
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 22
Trainer TBD
New to an existing Perspective system? Thinking about making changes to your Perspective 
set up? Join our subject matter experts to discuss the best way to evaluate your system for 
best practises.

RiskVision Training
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 22
Trainer TBD

Description TBD

Implementing ESRM 
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 22
Tim McCreight, ASIS Board of Directors
Tim was one of our most engaging speakers at last year’s Int:rsect and is back again by 
popular demand to talk enterprise security risk management (ESRM). He’ll share his 30+ 
years of experience in the physical and information security industries, culminating his 
specialization in ESRM. 
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Planning the Move from Perspective to Core
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 22
Ryan Thiessen, Product Director - Corporate Security, Resolver & Jeff Sieben, Product 
Manager, Resolver
In this session, Ryan and Jeff will provide an overview of incident and investigations 
management on Core. You’ll get a great look on what upgrading would mean for all 
Perspective customers. We’ll outline what we heard from our customers and how Core is 
designed to address some of your largest pain points. You will come away knowing what is 
available today and what is expected for the rest of 2018 so you plan to move when it best 
suits your team’s needs.

Lessons Learned in the Aftermath of Hurricanes Harvey & Irma
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 22
Kevin Hall, General Manager, Business Resilience Division, Resolver
Hurricane season showed its might in late August and September of last year, and 
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, Maria, and Nate were some of the strongest storms in recent 
history. This session will share the lessons learned from 2017’s hurricane season and 
examine how corporations successfully (and not so successfully) prepared for the storms. 
We’ll profile some publicly praised companies and share real-world examples of what to do, 
and what not to do, in the aftermath of a natural disaster. 

Creating an Enterprise-Wide Workplace Violence & Threat Assessment Team
3:15pm - 4:00pm, May 22
Dr. Stephen White, PhD, President, Work Trauma Services and Tom Hale, Head of 
Corporate Investigations, Intuit
Dr. White and Mr. Hale will demonstrate how Intuit’s in-house team works collaboratively 
to assess and manage violence risk cases, guided by the WAVR-21 assessment instrument, 
from initial screening to case resolution. Topics will include how information is gathered 
and decisions reached within a multi-disciplinary model, who should assess what, and 
how to maintain an efficient and proactive workplace violence prevention program. Tips 
on managing fear and expectations in our current social atmosphere will be addressed, as 
well as what to expect from threat assessment experts. A case example will be presented 
to illustrate various issues, do’s and don’ts, and the dynamic nature of case assessment and 
management. Questions about common obstacles faced by in-house program leaders will 
be welcomed. The presentation will include a demonstration of Resolver’s WAVR-21 Threat 
Assessment app, how it improves communication, and how it promotes and documents an 
employer’s due diligence and objectivity.
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W E D N E S DAY  |  M AY  2 3 ,  2 01 8
Perspective	Workflow	-	Basics
9:15am - 10:00am, May 23
Trainer TBD
In this training session, attendees will learn how to customize Perspective workflow and get 
some tips and tricks on how to maximize their use of workflow. This includes: branding and 
customizing emails, monitoring email inboxes with automated actions to create activities, 
and automating record expiry dates. 

Session TBD
9:15am - 10:00am, May 23
Speaker TBD
Description TBD

Introducing Global AlertLink: An Integrated Platform for Business 
Continuity, Disaster Recovery and Emergency Management
9:15am - 10:00am, May 23
Kevin Hall, General Manager, Business Resilience Division, Resolver
In 2017, Resolver acquired Global AlertLink, an industry leading platform for business 
continuity, disaster recovery and emergency management. In this session, we will walk you 
through a data breach scenario and showcase an integrated approach to response with 
cyber and physical security, disaster recovery, business continuity, and crisis management.       

Customer Spotlight: adidas Group
9:15am - 10:00am, May 23
adidas Group
Ever wonder how a multinational corporation pulls off integrated risk and incident 
management? The adidas team will walk you through their journey. From IT security 
and profit protection to incident and investigations management, you’ll get a sneak peek 
into their team structures, strategies, and the tools used to achieve an enterprise-wide 
integrated risk and security management strategy at adidas.
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How Am I Doing? Benchmarking Your Compliance Program
9:15am - 10:00am, May 23
Stacey Jovcic, Product Specialist, Risk and Compliance Division, Resolver
How does your compliance program stack up to others in your industry and region? In this 
session, our product team will share the results from a corporate compliance benchmarking 
study, including best practices, top risks, and the key metrics used to measure program 
results and value.

Analysis Expert - Creating Queries
10:15am - 11:00am, May 23
Trainer TBD
Analysis Expert is a powerful querying tool that allows users to search virtually any field 
from their Perspective system. In this session, we’ll address how to create a query with 
Analysis Expert.

Effectively Reporting to the Board on Risk Management
10:15am - 11:00am, May 23
Sarah Gordon, Managing Director, Satarla
Determine how to effectively and concisely communicate risk information that has been 
identified by your risk team to your organization’s Board of Directors. Learn how to 
proactively report clear, data-driven information, making it easier for the board to make 
decisions and properly manage risks.

Terrorism in a Corporate Setting
10:15am - 11:00am, May 23
Dr. J Reid Meloy, PhD, Forensic Psychologist, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, University 
of California, San Diego
Dr. Reid Meloy is a forensic psychologist and the co-creator of the Workplace Assessment 
of Violence Risk (WAVR-21) and Terrorist Radicalization Assessment Protocol (TRAP-18) 
instruments. In this session, Dr. Meloy will discuss the warning signs of lone actor terrorist 
threats in a corporate setting through the lens of the TRAP-18 (Terrorist Radicalization 
Assessment Protocol) methodology. Such indicators are considered proximal warning 
behaviors for targeted violence, and have been shown to be both reliable and valid 
measures of terrorism risk.
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Sponsor Presentation
10:15am - 11:00am, May 23
Speaker TBD
Description TBD

Taking a Data-Driven Approach to Business Continuity
10:15am - 11:00am, May 23
Kevin Hall, General Manager, Business Resilience Division, Resolver
When it comes to business continuity, we all know that data is king. Reporting on metrics 
is one of the few ways to truly know that what you’re doing works, but for many, this is a 
huge challenge. In this session, we will cover the top 7 metrics that you should be reporting 
on in your BC/DR program and share strategies and tools to collect these metrics from other 
departments in your organization.

Resolver’s Product Roadmap
11:15am - 12:00pm, May 23
Joe Crampton, VP of Product, Resolver
In this session, Joe will present Resolver’s product roadmap. He will highlight upcoming 
product and feature launches, and other planned updates across our product suite. 

Visit resolver.com/intersect 
for more information and to register.

Disclaimer: Please kindly note that the agenda is subject to change.

http://www.resolver.com/intersect
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About Resolver

Resolver Protects What Matters™. Over 1,000 of the world’s largest organizations 
use our cloud software to their employees, customers, supply chain, brand and 
shareholders. Resolver’s Integrated Risk Management platform helps plan and 
prepare your organization to limit the likeliness or impact of events from occurring; 
this includes Risk Assessment, Enterprise Risk Management, Internal Control, 
Internal Audit and Compliance. We also support the response and recovery process 
when an event does occur; including Incident Reporting, Incident Response and 
Investigations. Resolver’s team is comprised of security, risk and compliance experts 
supporting customers across 100 countries with offices in North America, United 
Kingdom and the Middle East.

Int:rsect is proudly hosted by Resolver


